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Copper pipeline lowest in a century
Cecilia Jamasmie (http://www.mining.com/author/cecilia/) | Apr. 6, 2018, 9:15 AM |

Appetite for copper-mining assets is picking up after prices climbed in 2017 to the
highest level in seven years, amid disruptions that worsened a shortfall in supply. The
metal rally, however, has weakened (http://www.mining.com/charts-mining-rally-
running-steam-copper-price-weighs/) since prices climbed to a three-year high in
late December, and prices could become volatile unless the industry solves what
Colin Hamilton, director of commodities research at BMO Capital Markets, believes is
the sector’s most obvious problem — existing operations

In a report published this week, Hamilton says that more than a evident lack of new
copper projects, the perennial struggle of existing assets, particularly in large
operations, are the main hurdle to overall copper supply growth.

Escondida is the world’s largest copper producing mine. (Image courtesy of BHP.
(https://www.bhp.com/media-and-insights/image-gallery/locations-and-operations/escondida-chile))
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An example of this is what happened in the �rst 10 months of last year, when copper
production trailed consumption by 175,000 tonnes, data from the International
Copper Study Group shows. The de�cit widened from 143,000 tonnes in the same
period a year earlier, after a labour strike at BHP’s Escondida mine
(http://www.mining.com/recent-escondida-strike-may-push-chile-into-recession/) in
Chile, the world’s largest copper operation, and a temporary ban on concentrate
shipments from Freeport-McMoRan’s Grasberg affected supply in the early part of
2017, the group says.

According to the BMO expert, the world's top copper operations in 2007 presently
produce 10% to 15% less than they did eleven years ago, and he expects that trend to
continue.

Additionally, he says the current copper pipeline is the lowest seen this century, both
in terms of number and capacity of projects.

“After delivery of Cobre Panama (with the main ramp early next year) we are left with
a gap until we see the next batch of 200ktpa-plus projects in 2022-23. This is when
the likes of Kamoa, Oyu Tolgoi Phase 2, and QB2 are likely to offer meaningful supply
growth,” Hamilton writes.

There may be more supply troubles brewing. More than 30 labour contracts are up
for negotiations this year (http://www.mining.com/web/copper-faces-double-
supply-disruption-threat-2018-andy-home/) in world’s largest producers Chile and
Peru, putting almost one-�fth of global copper supply at risk of disruption during
2018.

Taken from: BMO Global Commodities Research, April 5, 2018.
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What’s worse, BMO Global Commodities warns that the lack of megaprojects
ramping up over the coming years will affect overall balance.

Eyes on Escondida
Hamilton warns that there seems to be a heavy reliance on Escondida recovery this
year to drive both Chile’s and global copper growth. “Put in simple terms, at more
than 300kt Escondida's planned output recovery in 2018 will be the second largest
year on year gain by a single operation in recent copper history, after Las Bambas in
2016,” he writes. “To have such reliance on a single operation for copper supply
growth, particularly one with a history of output hiccups, clearly comes with some
risk.”

However, sustained periods of growing supply-demand imbalance simply don’t
happen in commodity markets, he says. Rather, they self-solve, with price as the
regulator. “Thus, we see the path of least resistance as substitution in cabling for
lower-value Chinese housing development, particularly under the rural reform push,”
Hamilton concludes.

* The main representatives of the copper industry gather next week in Santiago,
Chile (http://www.mining.com/web/world-copper-conference-held-santiago-chile-
april-9-11/), for the 17th World Copper Conference. MINING.com will be covering the
event on the ground, and also presenting at the International Mining Exploration
Forum.
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Goldfinger • a month ago

Shock horror. Who could have known that if you can all your projects and fire your project
guys then there wont be these project in the future. What is certain is that the next round of
megaprojects will have even more disastrous outcomes than the last round as there has been
a huge amount of experience and knowledge leaving the industry. Its going to be time to get
some popcorn and watch the disasters unfold. I work in projects and there isnt anyone I know
in their 40's who is not trying to find something else to do.
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 • Reply •

bjoe244  • a month ago> Goldfinger

That' s only the result of banks and hedge funds policies, playing with assets without
caring for people lives. It has always been called "capitalism"; fire the older-
experienced-high salaries personnel to hire young-inexperienced-low salaries ones.
And if they are killed due to ignorance, who cares?
1△ ▽

 • Reply •

John Doe • a month ago

Last 
year at the NYSE Fabio Swartzman (Vale) mentioned a huge copper deposit in 
Indonesia – Hu’u. Vale appears keeping 
it quiet. Gossip says 20million t copper, 
30million oz gold.
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Robert Hassard • a month ago

There is a huge Copper resource at the Pebble property in Alaska......... What are they waiting
for to get this underway..............
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Steve Denton  • a month ago> Robert Hassard

It is a magnificent property. Hopefully the NIMBY culture in the Peoples Republic of
Alaska will not kill it before it gets a chance to show what it can do.
1△ ▽

 • Reply •

Thomas  • a month ago> Robert Hassard

theyre working on it - first quantum and northern dynasty
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Randy Taylor • a month ago

Does this mean copper prices will continue to rise into 2018?
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Eric  • a month ago> Randy Taylor

Would seem to imply that if Escondida doesn't meet production targets then it's almost
a certainty the price will rise. So anybody in the know about problems on the ground in
Chile will be the first to be able to capitalise with great conviction of the buying
pressure to come.
3△ ▽
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